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1. Introduction
1.1 Traditional i"igation methods
Irrigation is a vital factor in every part of the world. In arid
regions affected by seasonal and violentrainfal1s. the main
sources of irrigation water are short spate flows. In these
regions there is a need for better control of spate flows and
to improve traditional irrigation facilities.
Random tipped stone is commonty used: alrbough easier
to place than any other system. it is highly susceptible to
erosion.
More expensive masOnry and brickwork are now only
used in short lengths near bridges. culverts or other structures. They are rigid and may be ruptured by settlements.
Hydraulic works in arid regions mainly employ local
materials; farmers traditionally build an earthen bank or
"ogma" of wadi bed material across the low flow channel
of the wadi to divert the entire low stage of the spate flow to
their fields. During a large spate. the "ogma" is washed
away. often before its total command area has been watered. Water cannot be diverted again to the fields until the
"ogma" has been rebuilt. How soon wiU depend on subsequent wadi flows and availability of machines or animal
power. Occasionally the "ogma" cannot be rebuilt before
the ensuing spate. '
Another local system is short spurs of earth projecting
into the wadis which deflect a portion of the spate flow.
The traditional systems are relatively cheap to build.
but usually very expensive to maintain. The initial capital
cost often equals the annually recurrent maintenance costs.
In small to medium size spates the "ogma" and spurs are
swept away to the seaor desert. Thus traditional methods.
althougli effective as an emergency solution. must be
considered as only temporary.

2.1 Gabion spurs and groynes
Gabion canalization and spurs (or groynes) arecommqnly
used in wad is to divert water. Groynesystemsareeffective
to correct erosion and channel alignment, provided wadi
conditions allow. Beneficial reclamation will also result.
There are three types of groynes; straight. hammer
head and bayonet. The choice of shape and size are determined by the hydraulic and morphological characteristics
ofthewatercourse.thelocaJenviroomental~nditionsand

the desired results.
The length ofagroynemustnotbe more than one-third
the width of the wadi. The height of the outer end should
not exceed the minimum average water level, whereas the
height of the inner end must always be higher than mpimum flood water level. The width of the base should be at
least equal to or greater than its height. The inner end
should be inserted well into the bank to avoid outflanking.
The groyne must be adequately protected against scouring
action. The offshore head is very vulnerable and will
require a properly designed apron. The upstream side is
subject to undermining and needs similar attention, particularlyat its centre.
The spacing between groynesshouldbeapproximately
six times their projection along straight wadi reaches and
four times the projection on bends and at other points exposed 10 severe erosion. The spacing can be reduced or
increased at the discretion of the designer.
The gabions' flexibility allowubem to adjust to extreme erosion provided they are properly designed, constructed and maintained.

2.2 Gabion weirs
Gabion weirs are widely used in river training works to
makereservoirsandcatcbmentareas. There are three main
types, according to the shape of their downstream face at
the centre of the flow:

2. Gabion structures tor wadi training
Gabions and Reno mattresses for wadi training and bank
protection can provide a more permanent solution.
Gabions have been used since the end of the last cen- a)
tury, mainly for hydraulic structures in river training works.
but also in protection works for roads. railways and land
reclamatien. They are particularly efficient in the presence of poor soi.1 and under severe hydraulic conditions.l.2 b)
In arid regions, gabion structures can be built in the
complete absence of water and are mainly used for water
diversion and reservoirs.
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Vertical weirs: the simplest type, often used for
small structures, such as a series of weirs to control a
stream teach or in rivers carrying heavy bed loads.
Stepped weirs differ from vertical weirs only because the water flowing over the weir dissipates pan
of its ~nergy at each step of the weir face. They are
suitable only if the unit discharge is small, and no
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o(bed in a relatively fixedlocation to protect buildjngs and
structures from erosion rela&eddamage. Various types of
engin~ng analysis are required in developing an erosion
protection design. These include hydrology, hydraulics,
geomorphology, erosion and sediment transport .
Too often the design of an erosion control structure
focuses on only one or a few probable causes offailur:eand
tends to ignore some other key problem. Anumbetof·
Sb'uctures fail because one or more i:nportantaspects were
overlooked.
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